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The first robot was installed in 1992 (Jacobs and 
Siegford, 2012) 

In 2017, there was an estimated number of
35,000 units installed around the world (Salfer
et al., 2017);

The global milking robots marked size stood at
USD 1.25 billion in 2019 and is projected to
reach USD 2.94 billion by 2027 (Fortune
business insights, 2021).

Figure credit: Juan M. Piñeiro, Assistant Professor and Dairy Extension Specialist, 

Texas A&M AgriLife Research and Extension Center
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Only about 1% of all AMS located in the United 
States (de Koning, 2010)

Slower adoption in the US (Jacobs and Siegford, 2012):

Uncertainty about the technology
USA: A higher proportion of large dairies 

Cost and return of the investment? - CA
Economies of scale and labor costs 

Ag labor shortage, increase in labor costs, 
immigration issues 

Reasons driving the increase in interest in 
AMS adoption in the US 

How does large 
dairies that 

transitioned to 
AMS perceive the 

benefits?

It becomes more 
attractive….

Other reasons include: 
Familiar succession and 
modernization of farm 
Increase interest in animal welfare
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We estimate that there 
are approximately 100 

farms with 7 or more AMS 
boxes across the US 

(DeLaval and Lely, personal 
communication). 

55 farms directly 
contacted. 

29 responded (53%)
11 states across the 

US

Survey to describe the perceptions of US producers on the 
implementation of AMS in dairies with ≥ 7 AMS units installed

Follow-up visits with some farms 
to better explore the answers 
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Characteristics of the respondents

Cows under 
AMS 

Min: 400
Median: 663
Max: 2,200

AMS units
Min: 7

Median: 12
Max: 36

Time since AMS installation 
Min: 9 months

Median: 47 months
Max: 187 months

< 5 
years

58%

15%

8%

11%

4%4%

BREED COMPOSITION OF THE HERDS 

100% Holstein
Holstein + C rossbred Holstein Jersey
Holstein + Jersey
Holstein + Jersey + Crossbred
Holstein + B rown Swiss

> 50% has 100% 
Holstein herd
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31%

35%

23%

11%

AVERAGE AGE OF RESPONDENTS

under 35 years old 36-45 46-56 Over 56

29%

15%

52%

4%

RESPONDENTS WERE

Full owner Part owner Herd manager Other

Characteristics of the respondents

> 50% of respondents were herd 
managers

66% of respondents were younger 
than 45 years old
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Why AMS?

76.9%
73.1%

46.2%

61.5%

84.6%

69.2%

15.4%
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Reasons for transitioning to AMS

Concerns with labor 
availability and costs 
(Martins et al., 2019)

Consumer's perception 
of dairy cattle welfare 
(Beaver et al., 2020)
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Why AMS?

62%

27%

11%

WHAT TYPE OF FLOW DO YOU HAVE?

Free f low Gui ded flow Mixed

69%

12%

19%

WHAT TYPE OF BARN DO YOU HAVE?

I built  (a) new barn(s)
I built  (a) new barn(s) and retrof itted (an) existing barn(s)
I retrof itted (an) existing barn(s)

Type of flow
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Perceptions about expansion and transitioning to AMS

52%
33%

15%

DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE 100% OF 
YOUR COWS UNDER AMS SYSTEM?

Yes No I don’t know

56%

44%

DO YOU HAVE PLANS TO EXPAND 
YOUR HERD? 

Yes No
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56%

44%

HAVE YOU KEPT THE 
CONVENTIONAL/ROTARY PARLOR AFTER 

INSTALLING THE AMS?

Yes No

7.1%

57.1% 57.1%

71.4%

14.3%
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Reasons for keeping a conventional parlor

Current milking system
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7%
8%

8%

23%

54%

Do you think transitioning to AMS reduced the labor 
on your dairy?

Definit ely  not Probably  not Not s ure yet Probably  yes Definit ely  yes

21.7%

13.0%

4.3%

17.4%

8.7%

21.7%

13.0%

No c hang e I had to hire
more

employees

< 10% 10 - 20% 21 - 30% 31 - 50% > 51%

On average, what is the percentage reduction in the number of 
full time employees after transitioning to AMS?

60.8% > 10% reduction
34.7% > 31% reduction

AMS and labor

77% yes
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37%

41%

18%

4%

How adapted are your employees with the 
changes in management and automation of 

your farm due to the AMS?

Extremely  adapt ed Very  adapted

Moder at ely adapted S light ly adapted

Adaptation to the new system 

4%

59%
17%

10%

10%

How easy do you think it was for your 
employees to adapt to the new 

management system after transitioning to 
AMS?

Extremely  easy S omew hat easy

Neither  eas y  nor  diffic ult S omew hat diffic ult

Extremely  diffic ult

34%

66%

Did you have to hire new 
employees with different skills 

after transitioning?

Yes No

ü 63% of respondents think was easy for employees to adapt to AMS

ü 34% reported having to hire new employees with different skills 

ü 78% of respondents think that employees are now adapted with 
AMS 
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Take home messages so far

1. Respondents have different goals for their farms regarding 
expansion, going 100% robotic or layouts (building new facilities, 
flow etc). 

2. However, majority of respondents agree that the transition 
reduced the needs for labor as full-time employees;

3. The intensity of this reduction  varied among respondents, 
specially between farms that are 100% robotic and farms that 
still kept their conventional parlor up and running.  
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How does your milk quality changed after transitioning to AMS?

7.40%

18.50%

25.90%

16%

39.30%

59.30%

48.10%

66.70%

64%

60.70%

33.30%

33.30%

7.40%

20%

MILK PRODUCTION

MILK PROTEIN CONTENT

MILK FAT CONTENT

AVERAGE BULK TANK SCC

AVERAGE BACTERIAL COUNT

it has  decr eased it has  stayed th e same it has  incr eased

Over 60% of respondents didn’t 
report changes

60.7% of respondents observed 
increase in milk production 

Farms milking 2x vs. farms milking 3x?
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Health management after transitioning to AMS 

62%

38%

Do you think that working with AMS 
has improved your mastitis 

management?

Yes No

19%

39%

42%

How has your rate of clinical mastitis 
changed since transitioning to AMS?

it has inc r eas ed it has dec reased

it has s tayed the same

62% of respondents believe 
working with AMS improved 
their mastitis management
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Health management after transitioning to AMS 

41%

59%

How has your rate of lameness changed 
since transitioning to AMS?

it has dec reas ed it has s tayed the same

57%

43%

Do you think working with AMS has 
improved your lameness detection?

Yes No

• 41% - AMS decreased lameness rates
• 57% believe that transitioning to AMS 

improved lameness detection 
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Health management after transitioning to AMS 

40%

7%

53%

Has your overall transition health 
changed since transitioning to AMS?

it w as improved it w as impa ired st ayed the s ame

90%

10%

Has transitioning to AMS made sick cows 
detection easier or harder?

Easier Harder

Majority of respondents think that health during transition 
period stayed the same or improved after installing AMS and 

90% think it is easier to detect disease on the AMS
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Reproductive management after transitioning to AMS 

64%4%

32%

Has your pregnancy rate changed 
since transitioning to AMS?

it has inc r eas ed it has dec reas ed

it has s tayed the same

60%
7%

33%

Has your reproductive management changed 
since transitioning to AMS?

No, I am st ill using  same pr otoc ols

Yes,  I am us ing more t imed AI pr otocols  af ter t ransit ioning  to AM S

Yes,  I us e more act ivit y  dat a t o br eed cow s

50%50%

Has the use of hormones for 
reproduction reduced after 

transitioning to AMS?

Yes No

Increase in pregnancy rate

33% rely more in activity to breed 
cows

Half of respondents believe they 
reduced the use of reproduction 
hormones after transitioning to 

AMS 
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Cow comfort after transitioning to AMS 

65%

35%

How has the cow comfort changed 
after transitioning to AMS?

It has increased It stayed the same

Did you notice any change in animal 
behavior after transitioning to AMS?

90.7%

56.7%

6.7%

Yes, my cows are calmer

Yes, my cows spend more 
time lying down

No
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60%

8%

32%

WOULD YOU RECOMMEND OTHER 
FARMERS SWITCHING TO AMS?

Yes No It  depends

It depends:
Expectations, short- and long-term goals 
Relationship and proximity with dealer
Mindset (change of the type of work vs. improvements in owners' quality of life)
Cow should be the focus – “I could tell in advance the farmers that would not adapt to AMS”

Should other farmers switch to AMS?
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• AMS have met producers’ expectations
• improving cow production and welfare
• reducing labor

• The economic aspect of the investment is not clear
• relatively recent transition
• would benefit from further investigation.

Take home messages (so far)

Farmers
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Lely Cosmix to help train heifers – help 
select the ones that will adapt better 
to AMS vs. the ones that goes to the 
conventional system  

2 examples of management centers used to dry cows in farms that have 
100% of cows under AMS (hoof trimming chute and structure with ditch

• No farm is the same and will need different 
structures and resources to succeed 
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Foot bath structure Booth-shaped design and 
guided flow to improve visits

Milk-first guided flow 
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Structure to collect colostrum from fresh cows 

Different feed pushers
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Different manure management systems in different operations 
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• Aligned objectives among farmer, dealer and other stakeholders (Veterinarian, 
Nutritionist) appears to be an important component of the success of the 
transition 

Take home messages (so far)

Farmers
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Thank you! 
Questions?
Camila Lage (cd546@cornell.edu)

Farmers
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